William S. Richardson Law School faculty, staff, students, and alumni participants:

Julian Aguon ‘09
Session: Multiple Meanings and Expressions of Sovereignty

Tae-Ung Baik, Chair
Session: Roundtable — From Nuremberg and Tokyo to ICC: Post-WWII International Criminal Proceedings and Their Legacy Today
Presented: “A Regional Human Rights Court for East Asian Community”
Session: Legal Profession in Asia (Sponsored by CRN33 East Asian Law and Society)

Charles Booth
Presented: “Consumer Debt and Bankruptcy in Hong Kong”
Session: Comparative Perspectives on Household Debt and Insolvency 01 (Sponsored by IRC21 Comparative and International Perspectives on Regulation of Household Credit, Debt, and Insolvency)

Sherry Broder
Presented: “Access to the Legal System and Compensation Issues”
Session: Law and Disasters 03: Safety Regulation of Nuclear Plants

Maxine Burkett
Presented: “Indigenous Environmental Knowledge and Climate Change”
Session: The Cultural Power of Law in Indigenous Legal Experiences in Hawaii and Canada: Decolonization or Recolonization? (Sponsored by CLSA and CRN34 Law and Indigeneity)

Kim D. Chanbonpin ’03
Presented: “Exact Change: Reparations Law, Policy, and Social Movements”
Session: Constructing Gendered and Other Identities through Law

Adam R. Chang ‘12
Presented: “A Non-Native Approach to Decolonizing Settler Colonialism within Hawai‘i’s LGBT Community”
Session: Decolonising Judicial Activism: Colonialism, Law, and Politics 1114)

Williamson B.C. Chang, Chair
Session: Topics in the Legal History of Hawaii
Alison Connor
Presented: “An Activist Lawyer in ‘Bright Day’"
Session: Legal Profession in China (Sponsored by IRC04 Law and Globalization: Chinese Experience in Comparative Perspective)

Danielle Conway
Presented: “Indigenous Language Misappropriation and Recolonization by Trademark Law”
Session: The Cultural Power of Law in Indigenous Legal Experiences in Hawaii and Canada: Decolonization or Recolonization? (Sponsored by CLSA and CRN34 Law and Indigeneity)
Participant
Session: Roundtable — Implicit Racial Bias across the Law

Bianca K. Isaki ‘13
Presented: “Settler Equality, ‘Immigrants,’ and Native Hawaiian Land Stewardship”
Session: Indigeneity, Immigration, and the Law (Sponsored by CRN02 Citizenship and Immigration and CRN34 Law and Indigeneity)

Keith G. Johnston ‘08
Presented: “Hawai‘i’s Pre-Statehood Water Law”
Session: The Concept of Formalism Topics in the Legal History of Hawaii

Derek K. Kauanoe ‘08 and Breann Swann Nu‘uhiwa ‘09
Presented: “We Are Who We Thought We Were”
Session: Multiple Meanings and Expressions of Sovereignty

Linda Hamilton Krieger Chair/Discussant,
Session: Current Trends and Varieties of Cause Lawyering

Charles Lawrence, Chair/Discussant,
Session: Race, Class, and Gender in Educational Settings
Participant
Session: Roundtable—Implicit Racial Bias across the Law

Jae-Hyup Lee, Participant
Session: Roundtable —The Role of Professionals in Lay Tribunals (Sponsored by IRC09 Lay Participation in Legal Systems)

Mark Levin, Discussant
Session: Corporate and Government Governance in Asia (Sponsored by CRN33 East Asian Law and Society)
Session: Censorship, Disclosure, and Coverups: Truth and Justice in Japan (Sponsored by CRN33 East Asian Law and Society)
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Justin Levinson, Chair
Session: Roundtable — Implicit Racial Bias across the Law

Melody Mackenzie ‘76, Chair/Discussant
Session: Multiple Meanings and Expressions of Sovereignty

Brian Mackintosh
Session: Topics in the Legal History of Hawaii

Sabrina S McKenna ‘82, Reader
Session: Author Meets Reader--Invisible Families: Gay Identities, Relationships, and Motherhood Among Black Women, by Mignon R. Moore (Sponsored by CRN17 Gender, Sexuality, and Law)

Breann Swann Nu’uhiwa 09
Presented: “Cultural Sovereignty, Civil Rights, and Good Native Hawaiian Governance”
Session: Multiple Meanings and Expressions of Sovereignty

Jonathan K. Osorio, Participant
Session: PLENARY--Contested Sovereignties

Adam Roversi ‘12
Session: Topics in the Legal History of Hawaii 3312

Kathleen Sands
Presented: “Religion, Sexuality, and Colonialism in Hawaii's Battle over Same Sex Marriage”
Session: Topics in the Legal History of Hawaii 3312

Susan K. Serrano ’98, Participant
Session: Roundtable — Implicit Racial Bias across the Law

Kapua Sproat ‘98
Presented: “Wai through Kanawai: Water for Hawai‘i’s Streams and Justice for Hawaiian Communities”
Session: Multiple Meanings and Expressions of Sovereignty
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